PHIL HAYLES
OFFSHORE SURVEYOR

My job
Marine Geophysical, Hydrographic and Environmental Surveying for the Oil & Gas, Telecoms and Renewables
industries - basically mapping the seabed
How I got here
After school/college I studied at the School of Ocean Sciences at Menai Bridge (North Wales) and loved it there,
close to the mountains and sea. They have all sorts of marine-related courses, from Oceanography, Ocean Science
and Geophysics to Marine Biology and Zoology.
From there I went to work for an offshore survey company - actually several different survey companies - and over
the years I have worked all over the world, from the Caribbean to the Far East and from South Africa to the Arctic.
After I had gained about ten years’ experience I went freelance, still doing the same kind of thing, through an
agency, but now able to pick and choose the projects that I work on, giving me much more time between jobs to
spend at home with the family.
More recently I moved on to working for the clients, such as Shell, SSE and TenneT, still going offshore on the survey
ships but this time overseeing the survey companies, acting as the clients' eyes and ears on the ship.
My typical week
There's no such thing as typical - each assignment is different. It might be just a few days at sea, or it might be a
couple of months, or it might be spending a week or few in the Client's offices, preparing for a survey project, or
reporting on one. It might be a ship I've worked on before, with people that I know, or it might be completely
new. The ships I work on can be quite large, with 60-80 technical and ship's crew or it might be quite small with just
half a dozen of us, working in and out of port and staying in a hotel. However, a 'typical' week would be spent
transiting out to the survey area, doing some calibrations of the equipment and then, weather permitting, running
survey lines back and forth across a survey grid, mapping the water depths, the seabed sediments and the
underlying shallow geology using various hull-mounted or towed sensors. Sometimes we work with Remotely
Operated Vehicles (ROVs) or Autonomous Underwater Vehicles (AUVs) too. We normally work 12-hour shifts, 7 days
a week but we get lots of time off to compensate, so even before I went freelance it wasn't uncommon to get 50+
day's holiday a year.
The best bit about my job
Difficult to choose between travelling to new places, meeting new people and getting lots of holiday!
One piece of advice
Pack some ginger biscuits to help with the seasickness!

CAZ WHITE
OCEAN YOUTH TRUST SOUTH BUSINESS MANAGER

My job
Helping to run a sail training charity!
How I got here
I have always fallen into jobs rather than having a clear plan when I left school. I studied Politics and Philosophy at
university and after a while ended up in journalism, making programmes for the BBC. But always in the background
of my life was the charity I had first sailed with at the age of 15 …. In my spare time I became a volunteer
watchleader and was later asked to join the Board of Trustees. When the BBC offered a round of redundancies –
which basically means they pay you money to leave – I could afford to take a few months out of work, and I knew
what the Ocean Youth Trust really needed was more money to help the charity grow and thrive. So I did a part-time
Open University course over a few months in charity management and fundraising. A lot of the assignments involved
fundraising for real and by the time the course was over, I knew I could raise enough money for the charity to be
better off even if they paid me a salary! I’ve been here ever since…
My typical week
Writing reports on last week’s voyage for clients and donors; filling places on future voyages; ensuring we have
enough volunteers on every voyage; keeping the website up to date and writing the members’ newsletter; talking to
the team on board to make sure all is going well; raising money; organising events … it’s very busy and very varied,
but probably the common thread through all of it is communication. It’s all about making sure that everyone
involved with the charity at every level understands whatever they need to know about what we do and why it’s all
worthwhile. That might mean explaining to someone who might donate £10,000 why the money will be well-spent
and will really make a lasting difference; but it might mean explaining to a 12-year old who has never sailed before
(or to her mum) that a voyage will be fun, friendly and safe, and not scary at all. It’s all about communicating
genuine passion and belief to different audiences. I also sometimes get to go sailing!
The best bit about my job
I see young people – both crew members and volunteers – changing their lives through contact with the charity.
Some people just sail for a bit of fun, but many will take away skills and experiences that will affect their entire lives.
I am helping to change the world, one person at a time…
One piece of advice
Think of something you are passionate about … and then think about whether there is something in that area where
your skills could lead to a job. I love sailing but I could never be a skipper: what I can do is organise things, so I found
a sailing project which could use my organisational and communication skills.

Brian Johnson
Chief Executive, Maritime and Coastguard Agency

My job
I am Brian Johnson and I am Chief Executive of the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA). The MCA runs the
search and rescue services in the UK, coordinating search and rescue activity at sea and helicopter rescues from
mountains. We have over 3,000 volunteers on the coastline who are trained to rescue people from cliffs, the sea and
mud around our coastline. We manage regulation for shipping in the UK from charter yachts to fishing boats to the
biggest container and cruise ships – this means that we need to make sure that ships coming into UK ports are safe
and the British ships abroad are seaworthy. We medically qualify seafarers, certify training schools for mariners and
do final exams on officers of the watch. We have to decide who owns anything found by divers on the sea bed and
lead response to serious pollution incidents. In all of this, our teams coordinate 22 Coastguard helicopters worth
nearly £1billion and RNLI lifeboats at over 300 locations around the coast. We have 2 counter pollution Boeing 737
jets and very modern surveillance aircraft. It is an amazing organisation.
How I got here
I started the job 8 months ago [written June 2019] and applied for it because it was a job that I had wanted to do for
more than a decade – I feel really fortunate to be in it now; like many jobs, it is pretty challenging but the buzz is
fantastic and I love contributing to the maritime sector. I am 58 now and people have long forgotten what I was
originally qualified in (actually it was chemical engineering)…it makes very little difference after a few
years!! Although this is my first experience in the maritime sector, I have run complex organisations in a variety of
sectors from housing to manufacturing to chemicals to pharmaceuticals. The common factors are, I suppose, ability
to lead big teams (give them the confidence to do things that they didn’t think they could), being able to cut through
the complexity, and good communication with people inside the organisation at all levels and all sorts of people
outside the organisation.
My typical week
In the last couple of weeks, I have:
 Met the Secretary of State for Transport on HMS Enterprise
 Discussed with he new Chief Executive of the RNLI how we can work more closely together
 Worked with my team on what our new IT transformation programme should look like
 Done face to face communications with 200 of our employees
 Met a team representing the superyacht industry to discuss how regulation affects them
 Had a number of Board meetings (these are where the decisions affecting the organisation are made and
involve people we work full time in my team and some “non executive directors”)
 Been around Milford Haven harbour and Harwich harbours to see how they operate
 Seen an emergency planning exercise being executed by our teams

Decided with colleagues from the UK Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies how to promote the Red
Ensign shipping registers
 Spent days interviewing new leadership team members
 Spent a morning with some of our apprentices
You sort of get a flavour – no 2 weeks are the same. The job is really exciting and gives a great chance to make a
difference to society … I love that !


One piece of advice
I am afraid that one of my traits is never sticking to the script so I am going to give 4 pieces of advice, not just one !
1. Follow you heart with your career – it is much more common in your career to regret the things you don’t do
than the ones that you do !
2. Don’t worry if you don’t have your career all mapped out – it will evolve. Just do each job really well and put
everything into it
3. My sort of job is all about people, leadership, and searching for clarity. These are the skills that you need
more and more during your career. Try to develop them. Think a lot about them every day.
4. If you really fancy a particular job, work towards it… go for it…you might just find yourself in it ! I did !

SAM RAWLINSON
Marine Operator/ Vessel Traffic Services Operator at
Milford Haven Port Authority

How I got into my current job?
My first venture into the world of Vessel Traffic Services (VTS) was in 2016 when I started working for Queens
Harbour Master Portsmouth. I didn’t have any specific or formal training but saw the ad on the Civil Service Job page
and thought it looked interesting. The requirements of the role focused on previous skills and experience rather than
specific qualifications. The only prerequisite was a good knowledge and experience of working at sea. Almost all that
experience was gained through volunteering with Ocean Youth Trust South from 2011 - 2016, then as the staff bosun
with The Cirdan Trust.
What do I do on a day to day basis?
On a day to day basis, I work in the operations room of the port for 12 hours at a time, either over a day shift or a
night shift. The main duty is to make sure all the ships using the waterways are safe. I follow the route of ships using
radar and communicate to them using VHF, giving them permission to enter and leave the port, direction when
needed and relaying any useful information that might be required to keep everyone safe. I also communicate with
all the other stakeholders in the port, including ships’ agents, the terminals to which the vessels are bound, other
port departments and other operational services such as tugs and pilots to ensure all vessels get the service they
need to berth safely. I also coordinate operations in the event of an emergency such as an oil spill or a ship getting
into difficulty.
What’s the best thing about my job?
Being at the centre of such a huge and important operation. The satisfaction of ensuring the port runs smoothly 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, 365 days a year, is brilliant and it’s great to feel that efforts I make have a real impact on
the day to day operations. I work two day shifts followed by two night shifts then get four days off. After five of
these weeks I then get 14 days off!
One piece of advice?
You create your own luck – Before I knew that the marine sector existed, I was working in a job I didn’t like with no
idea what to do. This all changed when one day in Lymington marina, I saw a large red sailing vessel with ‘Ocean
Youth Trust South’ written on the sail cover. I took the plunge and sent an email to find out more. After a few years
of sailing on John Laing, my life completely changed – I was very lucky to get a string of jobs in the marine sector
including my current position and I even met my future wife though OYT South! None of these lucky breaks would
have happened if I didn’t create the chance, you have to make things happen for yourself, by being curious and
willing to put yourself out of your comfort zone.

JAMES POTTER
Royal Fleet Auxiliary Deck Officer Cadet

How I got into my current job?
I joined the Royal Navy - a lifelong ambition of mine, however after getting half way through training, I decided it
wasn’t the right thing for me and that I needed to change what I was doing to fit the lifestyle that I wanted. Whilst
under Naval Training I learnt about the Royal Fleet Auxiliary and found that I was much better to that job.
For this role, as a deck officer, you need to be at least 16 years of age and a minimum of 5 GCSE’s Maths, English
Language and Science grade 4-9/A*-C.
What do I do on a day to day basis?
Every day varies massively, one day I could be officer of the watch taking a tanker within 40 yards of a warship, at
sea, underway to replenish them, the next day I could be helping with humanitarian aid after a natural disaster or
conducting counter-narcotics/counter-piracy operations.
What’s the best thing about my job?
Earning maritime qualifications and getting 21 days leave for every month at sea.
One piece of advice?
Follow your dreams, but don’t be disheartened if your dreams don’t turn out to be what you hoped they would be!

LAUREN MACKENZIE
Dinghy Sailing Instructor

What I do
A Dinghy Instructor (DI) teaches people to sail in small sailing boats (not inflatable dinghies). This means that as an
instructor I could be responsible for up to 6 people that may all be in their own boats; this can get very challenging
for example repeatedly towing boats up tide, encouraging more nervous sailors, recovering capsizes and all the time
trying to improve the sailing abilities of your students - in a session like this I would be in a powerboat. I also
sometimes go sailing in the same boat as my students which makes it easier to talk to and coach them. As well as
being a good sailor, communication is a huge part of being a DI. Briefing sessions well before going on the water can
make the session run a lot smoother. I also teach theory sessions; much of this is the same as taught on Prolific, for
example different knots, weather, tide and collision avoidance rules. Being a DI is very rewarding and provides you
with lots of different challenges – it can be amazing to see the progression of someone into a confident and happy
sailor! Working in a sailing centre there are always lots of other staff to support you, answer your questions and
have a laugh with .
A typical week?
I teach sailing as a summer job so run mainly school holiday sessions where I will teach the same group of kids for a
week (Monday-Friday) to try and help them achieve a “Stage” (their next certificate). I work from 0830 to 1730 with
a lunch break and sometimes run evening and weekend sessions. The day starts with a staff meeting so we all know
what we are doing that day and what boats to use. We then launch powerboats and get the centre ready for people
to start arriving. Once everyone is registered and changed we start our sessions – either on the water or theory
sessions depending on the weather, tide and what we need to cover. At lunch we play games and do some team
building challenges then the afternoon session is much like the morning. At the end of the day we put away the
boats, clean the centre and finally have a debrief (another mini staff meeting). There are sometimes evening
sessions that then need to be run. Some people DI as a full-time job. This would be a lot more varied, with busy
school holidays, mostly maintenance (of boats and the centre) over the winter and school groups and evening
sessions during term time. There are also administrative staff as well as my bosses – who ensure we have sufficient
staffing, that equipment is safe and risk assessed, manage finances and sometimes even teach on the water
themselves!
Why I love it
On arriving on Monday morning some students are nervous, some extremely loud and excited to see their friends,
some made to come by their parents and refusing to even get in a boat. It is my job to get each of these people to
get out on the water, learning and having a fun week – facilitating this progression is an amazing feeling! Another
very cool thing about doing this as a summer job is that you are outside, gaining useful experience and in a boat

(very cool)! Much more fun than stacking supermarket shelves or working on a till like most summer jobs. And it’s
even possible to work in holiday camps abroad!
Qualifying as a DI
The first step to becoming a DI is to achieve sailing Stages (1-4, this is the youth programme) or Levels (1-3, the adult
programme). These are all administered by the RYA (Royal Yachting Association). The stages teach you different skills
and theory that it’s important to consolidate before continuing to the next stage. You must be at least 16 years old
to qualify as a DI. If you are not yet 16 or feel you need more experience you can speak to a centre about becoming
an Assistant Instructor (AI) – this is often a voluntary, work-experience type role which can be valuable in becoming a
DI and may also earn you free courses etc. Before you can attend a DI training week, you need the following
qualifications. It is important that you have had lots of practice sailing and handling small powerboats. The
Seamanship Skills course is not actually a requirement however a large amount of the pre-assessment is based on
what it teaches so it is important to be confident in the content.
 Seamanship skills
 Powerboat Level 2
 DI Pre-Assessment (this is a one-day assessment of your sailing skills that you need to pass before you can
take the DI course – sometimes there is an optional training day beforehand)
 RYA (or other suitable) First Aid
 RYA “Safe and Fun” – online safeguarding course
The DI course is taught over a week and helps you run sessions while in the boat with your students, from a
powerboat and how to brief them. It includes an assessment at the end of the week. Following in qualifying as a DI
and once you have enough experience you can do a shorter course that qualifies you to teach in multihulls (e.g.
catamarans) or keelboats (a bit like mini-yachts) or to become a Senor Instructor. Many DIs are also qualified to
teach powerboating, windsurfing or paddle-boarding.
Quite a few OYT volunteers are DIs or know someone who is so if you’re interested do ask the staff on the boat
about it!

PETA KOCZY
Ocean Youth Trust South Staff Skipper

How I got into my current job?
I first sailed with Ocean Youth Trust Scotland in 2009 at the age of 15 – we went through the Caledonian Canal from
Inverness to Oban. I really enjoyed it – and I got recommended to come back as a bosun. In 2011, Ocean Youth Trust
Scotland offered me a Cadetship and I spent a few years learning as much as possible before qualifying as a First
Mate at the age of 18. In 2016 I left OYT Scotland and spent a year as freelance First Mate in order to experience
different vessels, different organisations and different sailing areas. At the end of the year I was offered a job by
Ocean Youth Trust South as Sailing Support Officer – basically an extra senior member of staff to help with the
introduction of Prolific which was a new vessel for the charity. We had to set up new routines for everything from
sail hoists to maintenance, and then train and support our volunteers who were all new to the boat while learning
and adapting as we sailed Prolific with very different groups of young people. At the end of that year I was offered
the job as Staff Skipper.
What do I do on a day to day basis?
My year is divided into two very different sections! From March to November I work a skipper on board Prolific, four
weeks on and then two off. I look after the general running of vessel, voyage management for clients, training and
support for volunteers, and loads of work with an enormous variety of young people including some from
challenging backgrounds. In my two weeks at a time away from the boat I have to do some admin but I do get a
chance to catch up on sleep and see friends and family!
From November to March it is more of a Monday to Friday job with occasional busy weekends – I run Prolific’s refit,
manage the team on board, do lot of admin, order parts, arrange servicing, worry about budgets and more. The
mission is to deliver the boat in great condition ready for a full season – hopefully so I don’t have to spend the sailing
time worrying about things that aren’t working!
What’s the best thing about my job?
It’s the variety of people and the fact that it’s different every week – both the young people and the volunteers. I get
to challenge myself in different ways and it is never boring! Some voyages are tough but then you’ll get a week with
sunshine, perfect winds, dolphins, beach BBQs etc… Plus I work with a really supportive team.
One piece of advice?
Keep learning! Watch the people ahead of you, with more experience, and when you see them doing something
you’d like to be able to do, ask them how they did it and why they did it that way. Try to learn something every day.
Get as much advice as possible from other people – be a sponge for information. And sleep when you can!

BEN MARTIN
Renewable Fuels Trader at Phillips 66

My job
I am responsible for buying low carbon biofuels that we blend with the petrol and diesel that is put in our cars to
reduce our carbon footprint and help the UK reach the targets set by the government to tackle climate change. I do
this for Phillips 66, which is a US energy, manufacturing and logistics company. In the UK we have a refinery on the
River Humber and you will see us on the forecourt under the blue and yellow Jet branding
How I got here
As a result of OYT South! I studied economics at university and sailed with OYT South in all my spare time. When I
came to leaving university I really had no idea what I wanted to do for a job but knew I’d fallen in love with sailing
and the way of the sea. On one of the graduate job forums I saw a job that stood out to be a tanker operator for
Phillips 66. I interviewed, pulling up many examples from my experiences with OYT South and was fortunate enough
to get the job. I then spent the next three years telling oil tankers where to go, when and what to pick up. I was using
my love of the sea in a commercial context.
I expected that I would remain in shipping for my career but when an opportunity to move to a different department
came up I took it, and this is something I have done three times since. I’ve been a market analyst – looking at the
fundamental demand and supply developments. I’ve been an LPG and Aviation Fuel Sales manager – selling jet fuel
to the airlines that take you away on holiday - before finally moving to our commercial trading organisation and the
job I do today.
My typical week
It’s a cliché but it really is the case of no two days are the same. I spend a lot of my time speaking to other people in
the market to understand what is going on, what products are available and where prices are. I am always on the
lookout for the best low carbon, sustainable fuel and what is the most cost effective for our customers. This often
involves a lot of meetings – one day I can be presenting to internal management our plans for the coming months, or
I could be out looking at whether we rent storage, or travelling out to Asia to try and find new sources of supply.
The best bit about my job
The best bit is change is happening at a rapid pace and no two days are the same. There is a long way to go but we
are working hard every day to try and find low carbon, low greenhouse gas solutions for the modern world. It’s a
very exciting and rewarding area to be involved in.
One piece of advice
Don’t be afraid of opportunities, embrace them! While I have worked at one company for the last nine years I have
done six different jobs, all of which were very different to the one before, every one ever more daunting. Trust your
own abilities, believe and above all have fun!

ANDY MABBETT
Tug Captain

How I got into my current job?
I left school and completed a Deck Officer apprenticeship with P&O Ferries. After qualifying as an Officer of the
Watch I left to work as Mate with Solent Towage (the tug company that operate the 3 blue tugs at Fawley,
Southampton Water). I completed my further marine qualifications as Master and then left to join Svitzer Towage in
Southampton (the yellow tugs you may see at Dock Head, Southampton). After joining Svitzer I was promoted to Tug
Captain - the youngest in the U.K. at 23.
What I do on a day to day basis?
The main job is to tow ships safely alongside their berth when they arrive from sea. We position our tugs at the port
pilot’s request to connect a tow line to the ship to support it stopping, turning and positioning alongside its berth.
When we are not towing, we have to keep up with maintenance on board and ensure the tug is in a position to be
called upon any time of the day or night. Sometimes we have emergency duties. When ships have accidents we are
often first to be called to help - like the HOEGH OSAKA, the car carrier that ran aground on the Bramble Bank a few
years ago.
What’s the best thing about my job?
Being able to drive a very manoeuvrable tug boat with up to the same power as 15 F1 cars! All whilst someone else is
paying for the fuel. Working with an awesome crew, we only have 3-4 crew on harbour tugs and the small team
leads to great friendships and we really know how to work together. Best of all it’s being paid to be out on the water
all day doing a job I enjoy coming to work for.
One piece of advice?
Follow your dreams!!! You guys reading this are in the ideal times in your life to follow your path. In my last year at
school I didn’t have a clue what I wanted to do and was not clever enough to go to college. There are loads of
different paths like apprenticeships and looking outside the usual may just be the best thing for you. We’re all
different and everyone has a place, you just have to find it! Work hard at what you do and don’t stop until you get
where you want to be. Life may bring a few setbacks but my advice is get back up and don’t stop until you get where
you want to be.
If you fall off, get back on the horse and ride! But most importantly enjoy what you do!

HOLLY VINT
Freelance Sailor

How did you get into your current job? What qualifications and experience did you need?
Whilst at uni I had starting sailing with OYT South, first as crew, then as a volunteer watch leader, and totally loved it
despite not knowing how to sail at all! I quit university when I realised it really wasn’t the right choice for me and
began volunteering on the winter refit with OYT South. During that time I decided to try to get into sailing as a job,
and began a fast track Yachtmaster course (a 3 month course which trains you in all the necessary professional
qualifications up to Yachtmaster Offshore).
With the advice of the friends I’d made through OYT South and during the course, I applied for a job as first mate
with OYT North – and to my surprise, I got it! Since then I’ve spent a few years working full time for both OYT North
and South, and a couple of years freelancing for sail training charities and adventurous offshore sailing companies,
and have built up my qualifications (with the amazing help of Trinity House bursaries) so that I’m now an Ocean
Yachtmaster Instructor.
What sorts of things might you do in a typical week?
As a freelancer, there is no typical week for me! One week I might be in the UK working with young people from all
different backgrounds, teaching them a little bit about sailing but mostly giving them a chance to build their
confidence, learn new social skills and most importantly - have fun at sea. And then the following week I might have
flown out to Norway or the Caribbean to explore new places and teach adults how to sail, plan passages, and maybe
even navigate by the stars!
But no matter whether I’m in the UK or abroad, or working with adults or young people, my job always involves
supporting other people to progress, and keeping the boat (and the crew) safe… including staying on top of the
never-ending boat maintenance.
What's the best thing about your job?
Right now the best thing is how flexible it is. I can choose what type of work I want to do, and switch between
different kinds, which means that every day is different and it’s definitely never boring! I also love the fact that I get
to work with such a wide variety of people, and that I get paid to travel to some incredible parts of the world... I feel
very lucky.
One piece of advice for a young person who might one day like a job like yours?
Although I have worked really hard to get the qualifications and experience I have, a massive part of why I am where
I am today is because of the amazing, supportive people (mentors) I’ve met who have given me all sorts of advice
and put me in touch with possible employers. So I would recommend getting out there and meeting as many people
as possible, because you never know who might be able to give you a helping hand!

DAVID FOX
Senior Third Officer on Fred Olsen Cruise Lines.
Other job titles include Fire fighting officer, Life saving appliances officer, Navigational officer.

How did you get into your current job? What qualifications and experience did you need?
I got into this job by firstly applying for a cadetship through the various agencies that are out there. I then picked the
cruise company that I was most interested in. I specifically chose a cruise line because it seemed nice, they travel to
nice places, and seemed like a good industry. Then studying at Warsash Maritime academy (Southampton
University) as a cadet, with stints away on board - learning on the job travelling the world. After three years of this, I
qualified with an Officer of the Watch Licence. So I am able to drive any size or type of vessel.
Those on my course at Warsash had done completely different subjects and numbers of GCSEs and A levels – specific
school qualifications weren’t particularly relevant. My A-Levels were Maths, Advancing Physics and Computing. I was
interested in all of these, and Maths was the main subject which helped me in studying.
While at sixth form, I was looking at normal university courses and came across this, which was completely separate
to UCAS. It seemed to be a hidden option and certainly not something the school promoted - I asked my sixth form
advisor and was told that it was a bad idea. After doing this for eight years now, I can definitely say that it was not a
bad idea! Basically, I received a degree, training, free rent and food for half my training, more separate qualifications
than I can mention - all paid for by my sponsoring company, who paid me a monthly wage while studying (and gave
me a job afterwards). I have zero debts, and didn’t have to pay anything back. Whereas my school friends, after
university, are in a substantial amount of debt or struggling to find good work.
I’d like to note that sailing with OYT South as a young teen up to adult years helped me in decide on this career, and
that it helped and put me ahead of the pack in university. Whereas some of my university colleagues had to learn
from scratch, it was just easier for me. I had already learnt chart work, safety, rules of the road and vessel behaviour
with OYT South.
What sorts of things might you do in a typical week?
My typical week consists of being in charge and responsible for the safety of the ship, all ship operations, and safety
of all 1,300 lives on board. I basically drive the ship alone, making serious decisions and being charge of a small team
to ensure this. I am also in charge of deck safety with regards to lifeboats and firefighting inspections, as well as
navigational planning. These duties change around with the officers on board.

My typical week also consists of travelling to some great places across the world (100 countries so far), having a
laugh and fun with all the crew on board (while being in a high rank on board too).
I work away in four-month stints for eight months a year (you would actually be surprised how little happens at
home in four months while you are away) and I get the other four months off, split into two breaks of two months
each - which is also the best part of my job, four months off a year. Better than anywhere else!
The second best part of my job as that when I’m home, my school friends are just starting out their careers, or don’t
know what to do. I’m out-earning all of my friends, I don’t pay income tax (due to being out of the UK for a certain
number of days) - and friends look at my Instagram or Facebook and it is always good in conversations! I have so
many stories, I always end up being the highlight of any room or party. No conversation is boring.
One piece of advice for a young person who might one day like a job like yours?
Just stick to whatever you decide to do, whatever GCSEs or A levels, come out with good grades. I know it sounds
like parents or family members saying “I wish I could go back to school and do it again”, but it is true. You only get
one chance at it. So don’t mess it up.
Outside of that, just work hard, and get as much under your belt as you possibly can (qualifications, RYA &
experience). It is much easier when you are young.

MIKE BUNTON
Chief Officer and Senior DPO on Subsea Construction Vessels

My job
My role is that of a head of department for the Marine operations onboard large subsea construction vessels
engaged in building and extending Subsea oil field. Working 12 hour shifts, 7 days a week for 4 to 6 weeks at a time
to maintain 24 hour operations, I also act as the Captain’s deputy when he is not available. Key to the role is your
ability to plan ahead for the sequence of operations, whilst working with a multidisciplinary team, who at times have
different priorities.
How I got here
I completed a cadetship with Trinity House to qualify as an Officer of the Watch and soon moved over to the
offshore sector to complete the additional training as a Dynamic Positioning Operator (DPO). After completing
additional MCA certificates as Chief Officer and Master Unlimited, which required certain amounts of experience and
seagoing service, I progressed to my current position.
My typical week
Operationally my “typical week” changes depending on what the ship is doing: it may be involved in refit/dry dock
(see picture), in which was I become a maintenance manager co-coordinating work on board with the yard and
subcontractors. This is almost always one of the busiest times but can be the most rewarding if (hopefully when)
you manage to get the work done on time.
When the ship is working there is a pattern to the projects:
1. In port: Loading looking after stability and load information
2. Departure: Manoeuvring/pilotage. then navigation to the work site.
3. Construction: Working with construction, survey and other departments for positioning of the vessel to
support the construction activities for installation of pipelines and subsea equipment. Alternatively, it could
involve co-ordinating loading from a supply boat or a helicopter arrival.
Head of Department: Although the operational part is what most people think of, it is this side that takes the largest
part of my time. Work/operations planning, personnel management and vessel audits/surveys, as well as
responding to project team’s questions for the planning for future projects, means I seem to have graduated back to
a desk half of the time. And of course dealing with the issues having a department of 12 working together for long
shifts inevitably creates!
The best bit about my job
Although the project style of work where you see the end result can be very satisfying, it is the problem-solving side
that is the “best bit”. Firstly, operationally where the project may just give you an end result they want achieved,

but more so with the future project planning. I am now in a role where I am involved with questions from the
project teams of “Can the ship do…?”.
One piece of advice
Make sure you have thought about what the job itself is like, it can give you some very different experiences from a
desk job and you are given responsibility early on. However, the other side is you are working (not on holiday) for
long periods away from home. Whether you have considered this is often something they look to find out in
interview and if you are truly interested in the job then you are far more likely to do well.

ZEENAT SHAH
RESEARCHER - BBC NATURAL HISTORY UNIT

My Job:
Working on natural history programmes as a researcher. Some titles I’ve worked on include: Blue Planet II, The One
Show NHU, The Natural Worlds various titles, Blue Planet Live etc and currently on a Christmas animal special.
How I got into my current job:
I always loved watching natural history documentaries and nature and always wanted to be a marine biologist since I
was about eight years old and I’ve always loved invertebrates, so I studied a degree in marine biology at Newcastle
University and became a chartered marine scientist. But I wasn’t sure what I was going to do once I graduated, and I
always loved animation, storyboarding and natural history documentaries so in my last year I applied to various jobs
including a researcher trainee scheme I saw on the BBC careers website. I was away that summer doing work on a
whale conservation project and got offered an interview, flew back and got the job before I had graduated. I spent a
year working as a trainee junior researcher on Blue Planet II, and after learning all the basics as a junior researcher I
was offered a job as a researcher. From there I was offered other jobs as a researcher on various other natural history
programmes and have been working as a researcher for about four years now.
What sorts of things might you do in a typical week?
I will try and read up on different animals and find cool new behaviour stories, then I’ll speak to scientists from around
the world carrying out research on the animals and write literature reviews on what they are studying and lots of
research about the animals which will be used for when the script is written. If we think it’s a strong story and we want
to film it I will ring people and set up a shoot in that country and work with a coordinator to sortk out what kit we need
etc. We might go on a recce first, but otherwise we just go out and film it. I might be out of the office in the field filming
for a week or a month depending on what we need to film - mostly in remote locations or on boats with camera
operators, sound recordists, and presenters. Back in the office I will be fact-checking the script the producer writes
and getting in any additional archive footage for shots we are missing by clearing copyrights etc.
What's the best thing about your job?
I love researching wildlife stories and getting to travel to remote parts of the world, especially because the subject is
always cool animals I haven’t seen before. I also love that I have a variety of things to do and I’m not just stuck in the
office and get to use my marine biology degree and that I’ve learnt how to use all adobe packages and had extensive
filming training etc.
Advise for a young person who might one day like a job like yours?
Well if you already watch natural history documentaries, great: watch out for the credits and research the people
making the programmes you want to work on. I would 100% advise getting yourself into some work experience, an
apprentice scheme or a trainee scheme if you know it is what you want to do. You don’t need a degree for this - just
check out the BBC careers website. I found marine biology is quite a hard one because everyone dives and volunteers

abroad which can also cost quite a bit so getting a job is quite competitive as everyone will have the same skills as you
when you apply for jobs. So the best advice I can give to make yourself stand out is to volunteer in the UK, there is lots
to do here and it doesn’t cost a lot and will also show that you can have a work-play life balance. There’s plenty of
wildlife around the coasts and lots of wildlife trusts - and make sure you participate in lots of outdoor extra-curricular
activities!

